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ENDING SUNDAY, AUGUST 19th
See details on page 3

LAST CHANCE TO
GET THE NEW
MOVIE STILL
IDENTIFICATION
SUPPLEMENT
FOR THE
PRE-RELEASE PRICE

$20 (U.S only)
Details page 4

UPCOMING EVENTS/DEADLINES
August 19
August 19
Sept. 20

eMovieposter.com's August Major Auction Part IV
ends.
Pastposters eBay Auction - 80 Modern Original
British Quads
Aston’s Auctioneers Film & Music Memorabilia and
Comics

Sept. 25

Consignment Deadline Heritage Signature Auction November 17-18th

Sept. 27-30

Limited Runs – 4 day Pop Art Photo Show & posters
– Los Angeles

Oct. (TBA)

eMovieposter.com’s 19th Annual Halloween Auction.
Accepting Consignments Now.

Oct. 4-5

Ewbanks Entertainment and Memorabilia Auction
Accepting Consignments Now.

Nov. 17-18

Heritage Signature Auction

Dec. (TBA)

eMovieposter.com’s December Major Auction
Accepting Consignments Now.

LAMP’s LAMP POST Film Accessory Newsletter features industry news as well as
product and services provided by Sponsors and Dealers of Learn About Movie
Posters and the Movie Poster Data Base. To learn more about becoming a LAMP
sponsor, click HERE!
Add your name to our Newsletter Mailing List HERE!
Visit the LAMP POST Archive to see early editions from 2001-PRESENT. The link
can be found on the home page nav bar under “General” or click HERE.

If you’d like to keep up
with what’s happening
at LAMP

The LAMPPOST is a publication of
LearnAboutMoviePosters.com
Telephone: (504) 298-LAMP
email: edp@LearnAboutMoviePosters.com
Copyright 20178- Learn About Network L.L.C.
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eMoviePoster.com’s
August Major Auction Part IV
Ends Sunday, August 19
Part IV (ends Sunday, August 19th): contains 279 "rolled" posters (that can
be sent in regular tubes), PLUS paperbacked posters and 22x28 "personality"
posters (most of these should be sent in flat packages)
Of special note in this Part IV is the great collection of 14 Star Wars posters, led
by the very rare 1978 Star Wars Concert poster, which was autographed by John
Williams, who composed the music heard in this concert series! Go HERE to view
them all!
Also of special note is the remarkable collection of 99 special 22x28 "personality"
posters (go HERE to view them all). eMoviePoster.com was consigned this very
special collection of these "personality" posters, which we are auctioning in
separate auctions.
These were created by all the major studios between 1912 and the late 1940s to
promote their top stars, but very, very few of them survive. Not familiar with
these? Click HERE to learn all about them.
They were collected starting in the mid 1980s, and the collector who assembled
this collection tried to "upgrade" condition whenever possible over the years, so
many of them are in excellent condition (sometimes likely the best surviving
example), and on the ones where they are in lesser condition, it is because the
collector never could find one in better condition!
Now he has consigned them to emovieposter.com, and they will find new
owners. If they were kept together, they would surely make an incredible display
for the walls of any place where lots of people gather, like a museum, a
restaurant, or any similar place. Of course, it is more likely that these will find
many, many separate new homes, but the hope is that they end up publicly
displayed wherever they end up!
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LAST CALL!
Movie Still Identification Supplement
Last Call for those wanting our new Supplement for Movie
Still Identification Book at a pre-release price of
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$20!

If you bought one of the three books below, the new Movie Still
Identification Supplement will update your edition to

Over 58,000 Production Codes
This final MSIB Supplement is for the following editions:

2011 Edition

2013 Edition

2015 Edition

YES! If you bought one of these editions, the new MSIB Supplement will update
your edition to over 58,000 production codes.
Unfortunately, this is our first and last written supplement as it has become too
large to release in print form. And this is your last chance to get it at a prerelease price!

Order your copy now for the advance price of $20 and we
pay the shipping (in the U.S. only)
Shipping starts September 15th and the price moves to $29.95 plus shipping.
Outside the U.S., we suggest that you purchase the new supplement through
Amazon from your area as international shipping has become higher than the
book cost.

ORDER YOUR COPY FOR $20 NOW!
PAYPAL: To make your payment using Paypal, please use the account:
edp@LearnAboutMoviePosters.com. If you need a Paypal invoice, please let me
know.
CREDIT CARD: To make payment using a credit card, call (504) 298-LAMP or
email the following information TO edp@LearnAboutMoviePosters.com: credit
card number; expiration; security code (found on the backside of the card) and
the billing zip code. We would suggest that if you email the credit card info that
you send it broken down in two or three emails.
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AUCTION ENDS SUNDAY, AUGUST 19th
Pastposters.com has 80 Modern Original British Quad Movie Posters up for Auction on
eBay.
All posters are from either
2003 or 2004, titles include
Sci-Fi/Fantasy posters such
as HELLBOY, CATWOMAN,
SKY CAPTAIN AND THE
WORLD OF TOMORROW (3
character Posters), I,
ROBOT and THE
CHRONICLES OF RIDDICK.
Several Drama's including
Soffia Coppola's LOST IN
TRANSLATION starring
Bill Murray and Scarlett
Johansson. Along with
FINDING NEVERLAND, Pedro
Almodovar's BAD
EDUCATION and THE
PASSION OF THE CHRIST.
Popular comedies such as
SCHOOL OF ROCK with Jack
Black and ANCHORMAN THE LEGEND OF RON
BURGUNDY starring Will
Ferrell.
Other titles include YU-GI-OH! - THE MOVIE directed by Hatsuki Tsuji. Plus
THE LAST SAMURAI starring Tom Cruise, TROY Brad Pitt, Eric Bana and Orlando Bloom.
And HIGHWAYMEN.

Auction ends Sunday 19th August 2018.
Follow this link to view the auction https://www.ebay.co.uk/sch/pastposters/m.html…
Happy Browsing
Jamie
https://www.pastposters.com/
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Hello All, we would like to take a few minutes to introduce a new and exciting forum for
movie poster collectors, The Vintage Movie Posters Forum.
Our birth began in the Spring of 2014 when Matt Kerr messaged future admin partner, Charlie
Stevens to discuss how the unruly and argumentative nature of the forum we were currently
posting on had become distracting to the passion we have for collecting movie posters.
Another factor which was central to the distaste for our former forum was the dealer “infighting” that characterized some of the major threads of discussion. It was shortly thereafter,
that Charlie started to work on a new forum, which he called Movie Poster Underground.
Matt and Charlie soon contacted a few others who they knew were also disgruntled with the
current state of our past forum, but they were unable to join, due to other pressing
engagements. Fortunately, it was only two days later that Matt received an email from another
collector and forum contributor, David Rew who shared the same goals. David had started
developing his own forum using Vanilla Forum software. Charlie dropped his Movie Poster
Underground efforts and over the next few days, David, Charlie and Matt drew up the plans of
what would become, The Vintage Movie Posters Forum. www.vintagemoviepostersforum.com
The Vintage Movie Posters Forum has two simple rules; no advertising other than paid sidebar ads, and no arguments or abusive talk. Within two weeks, our new poster forum was born
and with the creation of multiple categories and sub cats, and a new fresh look; our forum was
not your ordinary forum.
The Vintage Movie Posters Forum is now over four years old, and while we’ve had a glitch or
two, it has been success on so many levels as our membership has grown and stayed
committed to the philosophy of a casual, no stress environment that discusses movie posters
first. The beginning of 2018 saw the stepping down of an original and founding administrator
and member, David Rew. Fortunately, we found a unanimous choice to fill his spot, Mark
Hunyady. Charlie and Matt were excited he accepted.
Our membership has been terrific, posting new posters each month, ideas and information on
history and so much more. We look forward to new members to join our family of collectors to
share their posters, collecting experiences, and more.
The VMPF admin team,
Charlie, Matt & Mark
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Bob Peak Star Trek IV Original Art
Boosts Heritage Auctions’ Movie
Posters Auction Above $1.6 Million
Empire Strikes Back one sheet yields record return
The largest and arguably most
detailed Star Trek poster
designed by renowned
commercial artist Bob Peak sold
for $46,800 to claim top-lot
honors in Heritage Auctions'
Movie Posters Auction July 2829 in Dallas. The event
produced sell-through rates of
93.9 percent by value and 94.8
percent of lots and produced
total sales of $1,632,645.
Revered for his work that
helped advance the design of
modern movie posters, Peak's
work is coveted by collectors.
The 40-by-57-1/2-inch Star
Trek IV: The Voyage Home by
Bob Peak (Paramount, 1987)
Framed Original Mixed Media
Poster Artwork is on illustration
board and mounted on
foamcore and is signed by the
artist.
"Bob Peak's work is very
popular right now among movie
posters collectors," Heritage
Auctions Vintage Posters
Director Grey Smith said. "He
has designed posters for some
of the most popular movies of
all time, like My Fair
Lady and Camelot, and
then Star Trek, Apocalypse Now and several James Bond films. His extraordinary talent
and his impact on the evolution of movie poster design has caught the attention of a lot
of serious collectors."
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"Bob Peak's work is very popular right now among
movie posters collectors," Heritage Auctions Vintage
Posters Director Grey Smith said. "He has designed
posters for some of the most popular movies of all time,
like My Fair Lady and Camelot, and then Star
Trek, Apocalypse Now and several James Bond films.
His extraordinary talent and his impact on the evolution
of movie poster design has caught the attention of a lot
of serious collectors."
A flurry of competitive bids pushed the final price
for Regeneration (Norman, 1923) Three Sheet to more
than three times its high pre-auction estimate when it
sold for $40,800. A rarity sold for the first time through
Heritage Auctions, this stone lithograph three sheet is
culturally important, because it traces back to when
Richard Norman, the film's producer and director, set
up a studio catering to African-American audiences
eager to see themselves reflected on the big screen.
A pair of posters from one of the most popular films of
all time brought matching sale prices of $26,400.
Offered for the first time ever at Heritage Auctions,
three Casablanca (Warner Brothers, R-1953) Italian
Photobustas soared to more than three times its high
pre-auction estimate. Casablanca (Warner Brothers,
1952). First Post-War Release German A1, painted by Hans Otto Wendt, drew the same
final price. Equally rare, this poster also made its auction debut in the event.
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Fans ‘Jump to Light Speed’ And Bid $26,400 for World’s
Most Expensive Star Wars Movie Poster
One of the most activelypursued posters in the auction
was a The Empire Strikes Back
(20th Century Fox, 1980) One
Sheet, which sparked bids from
20 collectors before more than
quadrupling its low pre-auction
estimate when it sold for
$26,400 – setting a world record
as the most expensive movie
poster from the space opera
ever sold at auction.
Considered to be one of the
rarest posters of the Star
Wars trilogy, this poster is one
of just a handful known to have
survived. It is unique in that it
features the complete artwork
by artist Roger Kastel, who is
perhaps known best for creating
the iconic JAWS poster, and also
for using the original color
palette for the second film in the
trilogy.
"This poster is considered to be
one of the more rare posters in
the entire Star Wars trilogy,"
said Grey Smith, Director of
Vintage Posters at Heritage
Auctions. "This poster is unique
as it features the complete
Kastel artwork in the original
color palette for the second in
George Lucas' trilogy."
One of a handful of original examples known to exist, the poster was a trial run
featuring Kastel’s art. Kastel took inspiration from a poster for Gone with the Wind for
the film's 1974 re-release. That poster features an image of Clark Gable carrying Vivien
Leigh surrounded by flames. In Kastel's poster, characters Han Solo and Princess Leia
Organa share a similar embrace while surrounded by action scenes and a menacing
visage of villain Darth Vader.
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Perhaps done as a test printing of the International edition of the poster, this version
includes images of Lando Calrissian, Boba Fett, Cloud City and more. When the studio
made their final revisions, those additional elements were removed from the original
Kastel design, as they were considered too busy. The studio also went with a darker
color scheme of mostly blues and purples, losing the vibrant reds and oranges from
Kastel's original vision.
Other top lots included, but were not limited to:
· Superman Cartoon Stock (Paramount, 1941). One Sheet: $24,000
· Casablanca (Warner Brothers, 1943). Swedish Insert: $22,800
· Creature from the Black Lagoon (Universal International, 1954).
One Sheet: $19,200
· Help! (United Artists, 1965). Door Panel Set of 4: $19,200
· The New Adventures of Batman and Robin (Columbia, 1949). Six
Sheet: $18,600

The next Heritage Auctions movie
posters auction will be Nov. 17-18
in Dallas, Texas.
The consignment deadline is
Sept. 25.
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TIME TO CONSIGN TO EMOVIEPOSTER.COM’S
19TH ANNUAL HALLOWEEN AUCTION
12

MovieArt GmbH Shop Renovations Complete
Marcel Elsener has announced that renovations to his store are now finished (see
photos below).
The shop, which was founded in 1998, is the only retail store in Switzerland dedicated
to graphic film arts. Located at Walchestrasse 17, CH-8006 Zurich, it’s just a 5 minute
walk from Zurich main station, next to the tram stop Stampfenbachplatz: Tram Nr. 11
and 14, bus no. 46.
Be sure to check out this great shop if you’re in the Zurich area. If not, be sure to visit
their website HERE.
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Ewbank’s Recent Online
Movie Poster Auction
Achieves 100% Sale Rate
Ewbank’s recent online Movie Poster Auction featuring the collection of
retired teacher Derek East reached a 100% sale rate, raising £35k/$44k
(inc premium) from 69 lots.
East had been a film fan while growing up in the small town of Milford
Haven in Pembrokeshire, often seeing six different releases a week in the
local cinema. During his life as a schoolteacher he carried on the hobby,
sharing the enthusiasm with his partner Pat, until her early death. At that
point, in grief, East immersed himself in the world of film memorabilia
professionally and set himself up in the collecting and dealing business.
The collection featured work by famous graphic artists including Arnaldo
Putzu, Saul Bass and Robert McGinnis, as well as posters for iconic films
including a number featuring James Bond.
Here are some highlights of the August 2nd auction:
Thunderball (1965) British Quad film poster sold for £1,800.
You Only Live Twice (1967) British Quad film poster, Style C hammered
at £1,800
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Get Carter (1971) British Quad film poster sold for £2,800.
Star Wars (1977) British Quad film poster, Pre Academy Awards, Style C
with a hammer price of £2,200.

Click HERE to see full auction results.

Ewbank’s Auctions
Vintage Posters Auction
October 5, 2018
Ewbank’s Auctions
next Vintage Posters
Auction is scheduled
for October 5, 2018.
Lawrence of Arabia (1962) British
Quad film poster, pre-awards,
David Lean Classic starring Peter
O'Toole, folded, 30 x 40 inches.
History - This poster was used in a
British Army cinema in Germany.
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NOW AVAILABLE!
GIGI - MGM Italian
39x55”
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MovieArt of Austin is offering a beautiful original 1958 Italian 39 x 55” 2
Fogli poster for the Vincente Minnelli musical classic Gigi.
Starring Leslie Caron, Maurice Chevalier, and Louis Jourdan, the film is set
in Paris in the "Gay Nineties." This Lerner-Loewe musical is considered by
many critics to be among the very best MGM musicals. Everything about
the production was near perfect: the songs by Lerner and Loewe; the
lavish sets; costumes by the great Cecil Beaton; artful direction by
Minnelli; and excellent performances by all the cast, especially Chevalier
who steals every scene he is in.
The film won nine Academy Awards, including Best Picture, Best Original
Song "Gigi" to Lerner and Loewe, and Best Director to Minnelli. Chevalier
won a special Oscar for "contributions to the world of entertainment for
more than half a century."
This original Italian 39x55 is in fine plus to very fine condition. This poster
would shine if linen-backed, but it isn't essential. First class!
For details email Kirby McDaniel at posters@movieart.com.
MovieArt.com or MovieArt Original Film Posters is located in Austin,
Texas. We sell film posters to collectors and decorators all over the world.

Kirby McDaniel
MovieArt.com
P.O. Box 4419 Austin TX USA 78765
512 479 6680
kirby@movieart.com
www.movieart.com
https://www.facebook.com/movieart.austin.texas/
https://twitter.com/movieartaustin
https://www.pinterest.com/movieartaustin/
https://www.tumblr.com/blog/
movieartaustintexas
https://plus.google.com/+MovieartAustinTX
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CHANNINGPOSTERS on EBAY
Something new (but almost 100 years
old!) from #CHANNINGPOSTERS on
EBAY: THE GIRL WHO CAME BACK,
Scotland Yard Det. Ernest Haigh 3-sht
Movie Poster 1921.
This is an original, vintage, theatrical
folded 3-sheet English movie poster
(measuring approximately 40" x 85")
for The Girl Who Came Back, a 1921
silent detective crime mystery 2-reel
short (Episode 2, Part 2 of "Secrets of
Scotland Yard - tales from the life of a
great detective" directed by Edward
Gordon.
The film stars Detective Ernest Haigh,
an actual Scotland Yard detective who
portrays himself in the films, a series of
12 individual short films each with a
different supporting cast and mystery
plot, usually taking place in London.
You can read what little information is
available on this on the #IMDB by
searching for "The Girl Who Came Back
(1921)."
Note that this is a "country of origin" poster for this English movie. This
English three-sheet was printed in 2 sections.
Condition: fair to good. There are areas of separation and paper loss in
parts of the fold lines and border. The poster is fragile and should have
professional restoration (after it is properly linen-backed, the poster will
look great, and there will not be a lot of paint restoration required in the
image).
See the eBay listing HERE. Be sure to check out all of the listings on this
great eBay auction site HERE.
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TIME TO CONSIGN TO EMOVIEPOSTER.COM’S
DECEMBER MAJOR AUCTION
19

POP ART PHOTO SHOW | LOS ANGELES 2018
Limited Runs is proud to announce the inaugural
interactive art exhibition experience, Pop Art Photo
Show, taking place September 27-30, 2018 at the
Barker Hangar in Santa Monica, California.
POP ART PHOTO SHOW, produced by Limited
Runs, is a four-day celebration of 70+ years of pop cultureinfluenced expression. The show will feature an interactive space
showcasing rare and vintage images bridging all varieties of pop
culture, including movies, music, celebrity, fashion, and more. POP
ART PHOTO SHOW offers everyone from car enthusiasts, classic
movie lovers, and music aficionados, a space to explore and
purchase their favorite rare and vintage art.
In partnership with KCRW, Modern Luxury, and LA Canvas, POP
ART PHOTO SHOW is proud to support The T.J. Martell Foundation
with a portion of the show’s proceeds. The T.J. Martell Foundation
is the music industry’s leading foundation funding innovative
medical research focused on finding treatments and cures for
cancer.
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Movie Poster Archives Faces Growing Pains
When Movie Poster Archives began, the
organization hoped to receive about 10,000
posters in the first year. Shipments flooded in
and exceeded 200,000 in just a few months.
Archivists Ed and Sue Poole were overwhelmed
by the generosity of the poster dealers and
collectors. They dove in to bring order to the
chaotic treasure trove.
Executive Director Linda Thurman relied on their
expertise to care for the bounty while she
worked with advisors to meet the federal and
state requirements for the new nonprofit.
Everyone stepped up to meet the challenge.
As MPA approaches it’s second anniversary on October 30, landmarks have come and
gone. A custom database has been filled with thousands of film titles, some with
hundreds of related posters, lobby cards, and stills. The Permanent Collection has
10,000 titles and 25,000 items. The Lagniappe Collection of duplicates is developing
into a significant resource.
Growth brings new challenges. Guidelines for donations have become necessary.
Because of the time and labor involved, it has been necessary to create a parameter for
the material accepted by the Archives.

WE DO ACCEPT - all types of film accessories, which includes everything
associated with the distribution and exhibition of the film. This includes tv movies and
shows.
AND Yes, we do accept duplicates and leftovers from every type, genre and country.

WE DO NOT ACCEPT – The actual films, home movies or photos, or paparazzi
shots.

All merchandise must be in grade 7 (out of 10) or better
except for rare or silent film material.
Do not send any material without first contacting the Archives for
instructions.
Stay tuned for more news.
Linda Thurman and Ed Poole
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Modern classics from Poland, LA DOLCE VITA, STAR WARS, Godzilla,
Kurosawa and the rarest BABY JANE...
Dear Friends & Movie Lovers:
Hello from Hollywood. We're
getting a head start on August,
having just returned from Comic
Con, where we picked up some
stellar Polish posters - like
PLANET OF THE APES, STAR
WARS & TAXI DRIVER - that
we couldn't wait to share.
Other highlights this month: a
mega-rare Japanese
WHATEVER HAPPENED TO
BABY JANE, Italian LA DOLCE
VITA, STAR WARS style C 1
Sheet, U.S. 40"x60" for
A CLOCKWORK ORANGE,
French 1 Panel for Bresson's A
MAN ESCAPED, great posters
for ROMAN HOLIDAY, THE
PARTY and more, here.
All BestMatthew McCarthy
Film/Art Gallery
The Saul Bass Archive @Filmartgallery
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And finally, don't forget to follow the Saul Bass Archive
@FilmArtGallery. We've got some great posters for Saul's short
films that we'll be sharing in the upcoming days. Stay tuned and
stay in touch!
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THE MOVIE POSTER PAGE
MOVIE POSTER COLLECTING BLOG
Here are two recent blogs posted by Movie Poster Page on their Movie
Poster Collecting blog. To subscribe to future blogs, click HERE.
Long Live Love(1938) - (Mohamed Abdel Wahab) Egyptian film poster
This is a 24" x 36" Egyptian poster designed by Ragheb for the 1938 film Long
Live Love written and directed by Mohammed Karim and starring Mohamed
Abdel Wahab as Mohammad Fathy. Plot summary: Mohammad Fathy rented
a new apartment where one of the windows happened to face the palace of
Taher Pasha, the father of Nadia [Laila Mourad]. There was a
misunderstanding between Fathy and Nadia when he suspected her
of throwing rocks at his balcony, which angered her. Then he discovered she
was the daughter of the sister of his boss at the Bank of Egypt and that a little
girl had been throwing the rocks. He followed her on a train to Alexandria so
he could apologize, and they fell in love. Fathy decided to marry Nadia. He
discovered his father knew her father Taher Pasha so he called him to get him
to set up an agreement. Nadia's father returned from his trip and Nadia was
surprised to learn he had agreed to her marriage to a rich boy. Naturally she
did not know about Fathy's wealth and she refused to marry this wealthy boy,
but when she discovered he was Fathy they married.
Cast and crew: Mohamed Abdel Wahab, Laila Mourad, Mohammed Karim, Abbas Allam, Mohammed Abdel
Koudouss, Abdel Moniem Ismail, Zouzou Mady, Bechara Wakim, Abdel Warith Assir, Abdel Waress Assar,
Mohammad Fadel, Amin Wahba
War Profiteer (1947) - (Bechara Wakim) Egyptian film program
This is a 5" x 6" 8-page Egyptian film program
for the 1947 Niazi Mostafa film War Profiteer
written by Abu Seoud El-Ibiary and starring
Bechara Wakim as Hassanein. After the end of
World War II, to compensate for lost war
revenues some wealthy traders took to
bribing government employees so they could
get cheap goods for resale at high prices. The
daughter of one of the war profiteers fell in
love with a poor man. The war profiteer tried
to buy off his daughter's love, but the boy
refused and the trader had to agree to the
marriage.
Cast and crew: Bechara Wakim, Niazi Mostafa, Kamal Al-Shennawi, Elham Hussein, Abu Seoud El-Ibiary,
Hassan Fayek, Aziz Osman, Marie Monib, Leila Fawzi, Fathia Shahin, Farag al-Nahas, Hager Hamdi, Farid
Shawqi, Mohammad Kamal al-Masri
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We've been up to all kinds of new and exciting things here at Bags Unlimited, your
source for Collection Protection Products that help keep your collections safe
regardless of what you collect. From Sports Cards to Post Cards, Comic Art to
Vintage Ads, Vinyl Records to Wax Cylinders, DVDs to VHS Tapes, and more. You
get the idea.
Please take a moment and enjoy the latest blogs from our resident bloggers here on
Collection Connections. They work very hard to write things worth reading. We hope
you like them as much as we like bringing them to you.
Also in the coming weeks we'll be sharing with you all the new products we've been
tirelessly working on. In the meantime, from our family to yours, we hope you had a
Happy Easter as we finally welcome springtime here in Rochester NY the home of BU
for over 40 years.
-The Bags Unlimited Family
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THE 2018 SUMMER POSTER
COLLECTION IS HERE
You can go straight to the BLOG here

A recent viral video showing millennials unable to use an old dial phone
made me both laugh and worried about the ineptitude of our kids to deal
with mechanical devices in this all-digital age!
For those of you remember dialing up on phones, prior to the arrival of
hand held mobile phones (with antennas or digital), you may reminisce
about the times when your fingers got stuck in the often crumb-filled dials,
when you missed a number having to redial tens of times before
finally getting the tone, etc.
Holding the phone close to the ear, twisted cord in hand, provided us all
with many sensations and feelings ranging from
the frantic to the sensual, mysterious and
sometimes eerie as we imagine the other person
on the phone only led by the opposing voices …
Well the movie posters perfectly captured all those
feelings!
I have gathered 20 movie posters from all around
the world in this THIS WEEK'S BLOG (click
here) featuring the magic bakelite device as the
artful centerpiece, offering images which are either
comical, thrilling, iconic, sensual and erotic!
Here's one of them with the Turkish poster of
Raquel Welch's little know 1969 thriller, Flareup.
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WHAT'S NEW THIS WEEK?
* NEW ITEMS: The 2018 SUMMER COLLECTION, strong of 650 posters, is
available in the NEW PRODUCTS section. Here is a random selection of 20
images from all around the world with equally great designs.
Back to the digital age with some incredible limited edition prints from one of
the master printer, Matt Dye / Blunt Graffix, who created several fabulous
images of Jimi Hendrix on foil paper, each one different and limited to a
handful of copies. Versions are (clockwise from left): holofoil, copper, blue
and green.

Design always with a striking painting created for a 1954 French political
poster (most likely from the Communistic party) denouncing the Franco-

Design always with a striking painting created for a 1954 French political
poster (most likely from the Communistic party) denouncing the FrancoGerman agreements: Non aux accords de Bonn et de Paris.
Another rarity with the vintage Japanese double-sided poster for BlowUp in Near Mint-Mint condition.
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Summer equates with Bikini so here's a fabulous image of a bikini clad
model on the large 3 sheet US poster for the 1969 all-star comedy, If It's
Tuesday This Must Be Belgium.
A summer-like sizzling hot image and poster from 1972: Girl And Orange.
One of the many headshop posters we have in the Gallery.
With sizzling temperatures all around the world, always remember to
hydrate yourself and keep fresh beverages in your fridge... Large 1962
French advertising poster for the Conord fridge brand.

Japanese Disney posters are among the most colorful as proven with the
1982 rerelease of the world's favorite flying elephant, Dumbo.
French illustration at its best with another painting by Jean Mascii for the
Rat Pack 1965 romantic comedy, Marriage On The Rocks.
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We don't know if animals do wed but we sure know they have plenty of sex
as the 1969 documentary, Sex And The Animals, taught
us. Fantastic Japanese poster.

No one can resist Sophia Loren's gaze especially in the 1967 italian
comedy, Ghosts Italian Style, where she is at her most sumptuous.
Complete Italian fotobusta poster set.
Let's stay in the gazing company of another beauty, Meryl Streep, and
the gorgeous portait used for the Japanese poster of Plenty.
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Hayao Miyazaki / Studio Ghibli's masterworks are a constant source
of inspiration for artists such as Craig Drake who just offered us 3 different
limited edition prints of Spirited Away (regular, variant blacklight and
variant foil).

Testosterone galore for The Wild Bunch, the most violent Western ever
filmed, represented here by its large French poster designed by Rene
Ferracci.
Bruce Lee, one of the true global movie superstars, on the rare style B
poster for Fist Of Fury (The Chinese Connection).
Feminine love with the splendid painting by Franco Picchioni for the large 2
panel Italian poster of the 1969 German lesbian romantic movie, New
Lifestyle. Also known as Just To be Loved.
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Sexploitation met Hicksploitation in 1976 for Farmer's Daughters and its
humorous one sheet poster..Cock-a-doodle-doo!!!
Style, romance, adventure and elegance all wrapped in the most stylish
movie ever filmed, The Thomas Crown Affair and its vintage 1968 Japanese
poster.
As I have many French friends visiting New York these weeks I can only
suggest they fly in style on Air France as shown in this wonderful vintage
1963 poster designed by Excoffon.

* SALES: All our ON SALE posters are here.
* PINTEREST: You can all check all our thematic presentations on our Pinterest boards
here.
* Should you wish to be removed from this distribution list, please unsubscribe below or
let me know by return
* The Blog archives are now accessible directly here
* Any questions, just ask as it doesn't cost you to!
* Have a great Sunday and till next week for the Blog 299...
Daniel @ ILLUSTRACTION GALLERY
email: daniel@illustractiongallery.com
Cell: 1 646 801 2788
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LAMP APPROVED SPONSORS AND DEALERS
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LAMP APPROVED SPONSORS
AND DEALERS
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